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Dear Fellow Ohioans,
We started 2021 focused on our commitment to help rebuild after the COVID-19 pandemic onset, to
strengthen our communities and to support Latino serving organizations across Ohio. This has been a year
of transitions and continuing to work in a virtual environment, which has limited face to face, in-person interactions so valuable in our work with the community. Many still struggle with the hardships resulting
from the pandemic on how we conduct business and our way of living.
Our team continued to work decisively to respond to the pandemic and focus our energy on serving as the
bridge for government to Latinos. Our work with eight different state agencies and commissions resulted in
improved strategies and programs to serve the Hispanic/Latino community. Over 500 participants benefited from virtual training events. Our team continued our mandate to connect and held over 700 meetings
to assist and support the public, leaders, Latino serving organizations and state agencies. Constituent services remained a major component of our work with 453 inquiries resolved. Likewise, we stayed connected
with the public through social media reaching more than 3,400 followers on Facebook, 1,100 on Twitter and
893 on Instagram. We also recently launched a new website which provides easier navigation for mobile
devices such as smart phones and tablets to increase access for Latinos. Our upgraded website offers
streamlined information accessible in both English and Spanish.
The Commission issued two Latino Community Reports on the impact of the 2020 elections in the Latino
community in Ohio, and an analysis on the shift in demographics as a result of the 2020 Census. We also
collaborated on a report on the impact of COVID-19 on the Latino community which offered recommendations for engaging and supporting this population. These reports, which were made available to the public,
Ohio’s General Assembly and state agencies so that they have the best data available to serve our community.
We look forward to the incoming year 2022 committed to continue to assist in Ohio’s recovery and to increase opportunities for Ohio’s growing Hispanic/Latino community.
On behalf of our Board of Commissioners and Staff,

Manuel Lopez Ramirez
Board Chair

Lilleana Cavanaugh, MBA, CPM
Executive Director
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Building Future Leaders: Experiential Learning
The Commission’s internship program in collaboration with the Ohio State University and Capital University provide an opportunity for college students to immerse in projects that directly impact Latinos
in Ohio. This program increases the Commission’s capacity to serve, and along with our AmeriCorps
Vista Members, they represent an investment of 3,200 hours with an estimated value of $91,328.00.

“The opportunity to work in a multicultural
environment helped me to improve my
Spanish and realize how important are the
coalitions between government and community organizations to improve the lives of all
inhabitants in Ohio.”
Lauren
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Meet Our New Team Members
Michelle Goodman
Michelle first connected with the Commission during her internship, as part of a Spanish immersion class at The Ohio State University. She has a master’s degree in English
Language Arts from Ohio University, and a Bachelor’s degree from Ohio University in
German Language and Literature. Most recently, she has been working on a degree in
the Spanish Language and Literature Program at The Ohio State University.
Michelle is a retired veteran who served in the Army and her background in the military has contributed deeply in her role within the OCHLA team. A lot of her work with
the Commission entails coordinating administrative and logistics for the board and
staff. Her linguistics background is a big asset to our organization, and she often assists
with projects that require translation and supports our student interns.
“I believe my experiences within the military contributed to my role within the OCHLA
team in that I am a firm believer in having a diversity of team members to build a
stronger team. The longer I worked with the Army, the more evident it became to me
that it was crucial to have teams made up of diverse experiences and skill-sets as well
as individuals who ‘look different’ from one another. Much like those small teams with
a variety of skills and personalities, I’m always grateful for our ‘skill-diverse’ and
‘experience-diverse’ little OCHLA team.”

Mary Grace Sanchez
Mary Grace was born and raised in Columbus, Ohio. She attended Otterbein University, where she graduated with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Global Studies with a concentration Latin America, as well as Political Science and Race and Ethnic Studies in
2019. Following graduation, she completed a year of AmeriCorps VISTA service at the
Ohio Commission on Hispanic/Latino Affairs as the Organizations Development Coordinator where she focused on building the capacity of community organizations to
decrease poverty and improve the quality of life for Latinos. She then worked at the
Abigail Wexner Research Institute at Nationwide Children’s Hospital for a over a year
as a Grant Administrator for a variety of sponsored projects and doctors before returning to serve at the Ohio Commission on Hispanic/Latino Affairs as the Community
Liaison as of late November. Mary Grace works closely to connect the diverse Latino
communities across the State of Ohio by serving as a hub of information for and about
Hispanic Ohioans by hosting meetings, conducting surveys, promoting collaboration,
encouraging communication, and endeavoring to assure access to decision-making bodies.
“As Community Liaison, I look forward to share my love and knowledge for my community and culture. As a fellow Latina and Ohioan to encourage a healthy dynamic between State and Community in this role I have the opportunity to not only learn from each other, but help build a long lasting relationship based on understanding and
admiration.”
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Policy and Civic Engagement
Latino Community Reports
Our Latino Community Reports fulfill the Commission’s statutory mandate to advise Ohio’s government on
issues affecting the Hispanic/Latino community. The reports covered relevant policy topics: The 2020 Election with a Focus on Hispanic/Latino Voters and an analysis of the Census 2020 results and what this means
for the Hispanic/Latino Community in Ohio.

Our first report explores the 2020 nationwide electorate,
2020 election participation in Ohio with an emphasis on
trends among Hispanic/Latino voters, elections administration in Ohio, innovative approaches and collaborations, and
community feedback on what works, what can be improved
upon, and what should be taken into consideration to resonate with Hispanic/Latino voters.

Our second report examines the significance of the 2020
Census and explores demographic shifts happening in
Ohio’s communities as they become more diverse. The
study recognizes how population changes impact representation and access to services and opportunity. The report
highlights growing trends in Latino representation in government and presents potential policy changes that can
help keep our population growing by attracting more
Latinos to Ohio.

Civic Engagement
Through the Commission’s Public Policy Center, we stayed connected with the Legislature and the public.
Our team tracked bills of interest, issued summaries of bills, resolutions and Acts to engage community advocates, who stayed informed through our quarterly public policy update newsletters.
Our Public Policy Officer delivered presentations on policy issues affecting Latinos to the general public thus
increasing awareness about policy matters of interest.
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During 2021, our team focused on face to face meetings among members of the Board and state legislators
to provide insight about the Latino community, listening to legislators’ priorities and interests. These
meetings were held with legislators representing the Southwest, Central, Northwest, and Northeast regions
of the state.

Connecting with Latino Elected Officials
As of 2021, there are 23 Latino elected officials. Our office has reached out individually to each Hispanic/
Latino official to provide information about our resources and connect them with the Public Policy Center.

National Voter Registration Day
During September and culminating on September 28th,
OCHLA issued a bilingual campaign to increase the
number of Hispanic Ohioans registered to vote. Half of
the Hispanic/Latino population in Ohio is eligible to
vote; hence it was important to increase education and
outreach. Nationally, 60% of eligible voters are never
asked to register. The Commission’s campaign focused
on informing potential voters, providing access to tools
and encouraging community organizations to engage in
this important civic duty.
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Increasing Access Through Partnerships
The pandemic has created a profound opportunity for the Latino Affairs Commission to work directly with
state government using a comprehensive and systemic approach to increase education, access to services, build opportunities and equity. Our team has provided expert multicultural communications and
outreach strategy support to state agencies and commissions. This work includes making connections and
obtaining feedback from trusted leaders, engaging community representatives in statewide taskforces including the COVID-19 Health Equity efforts, and building specific partnerships with agencies to grow
service access for Hispanic/Latinos.

Ohio Commission on Fatherhood
Through this collaboration, OCHLA increased visibility of the Commission on Fatherhood through its Latino
Networking groups. Grants for educational programming were promoted to help Latino fathers become
better parents, partners and providers, and a project is underway to potentially offer some of their trainings in Spanish. Emphasis is being placed on regions of the state with high Latino demographics.

Comprehensive Case Management & Employment Program (CCMEP)
This program housed at the Ohio Dept. of Job and Family Services is a comprehensive case management
and employment program to help low-income youth adults ages 14-24 get the training and supports necessary to enter a career and break the poverty cycle. In 2021, the Commission worked with the CCMEP
team to increase outreach to specific counties in Ohio with high Latino demographics and connect their
local offices to Hispanic/Latino serving organizations and leaders. The CCMEP project coordinator presented in Latino Networking meetings and established connections with local leaders. Through social media, information about this program was broadly shared with Latino grassroots and non-profit organizations across Ohio.
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Bureau of Workers Compensation
Our partnership focuses on a series of Spanish webinars emphasizing worker-safety. According to the Department of Labor, Hispanic workers are disproportionately impacted by injuries and illnesses while on the
job. In 2019, the most recent year for which data is available, more than 1,000 Hispanic or Latino workers
died from work-related injuries – the highest number since 1992. In fact, according to the Bureau of Labor
and Statistics, while people of Hispanic or Latino ethnicity made up 18% of the labor force in 2019, they
accounted for 20 percent of workers who died on the job, with most fatalities in industries such as construction, agriculture and transportation. This project advances our strategy to provide important information to business owners regarding occupational
health and safety, including strategies for small businesses to manage a safety program and their workers’ compensation policy. The first bilingual Webinar
“Workers Compensation and How Safety Affects
Small Business Profitability” was held in July followed
by a short bilingual safety video focused on Trench
Work Safety launched in October. This program will
continue through 2022 and
will be promoted in social media platforms and the
Ohio Hispanic Chambers of Commerce.

Ohio Department of Health, COVID-19 Response
This collaboration encompassed participation in different taskforces and workgroups, strategy development, support with English <> Spanish translations and engagement with local leaders. Our Commission
was part of the interagency team charged with vaccine preparedness and coordination with stakeholders
and community partners, community townhalls, including planning for early distribution while supplies
were limited and the transition to high volume vaccination.
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Ohio Secretary of State
The Commission worked closely with Secretary of State
Frank LaRose by supporting their voter registration and
education outreach efforts, providing Spanish translations, assisting with Spanish interpretation for their customers when needed, providing multicultural expertise
through the Secretary of State’s Diversity Empowerment
Advisory Council and creating a video on How to Start a
Business to enhance their business services for Spanish
speakers.

Ohio Department of Education, Vulnerable Youth Programs
This partnership through the office of Integrated Student Supports focuses on exploring and addressing the
needs of vulnerable Latino youth, with an emphasis on English Learners and Migrant Children. The Commission engaged in outreach efforts to make this program known among Latino serving organizations, and it
also worked closely with ODE’s team to support their work.

Ohio Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services, Trauma Informed Care
Initiative
Nationally, overall mental health issues for Latinos between the ages of 12 and 49 are on the rise according
to a survey conducted by the US. Department of Health and Human Services. In Ohio, many Latinos are experiencing first generation trauma and the impact of immigration is a high stressor for many families further
complicated by the impact of COVID-19 not only within local communities, but also in their countries of heritage. The Commission has been an active participant in this initiative providing insight, expertise, and support to reach the Latino and ethnic minority communities in Ohio. This program seeks to promote a greater
sense of safety, security and equality among consumers/clients and expand opportunities for Ohioans to
receive trauma informed interventions. This initiative educates organizations and programs to understand
the impact of trauma on individuals.

Opportunities for Ohioans with Disabilities
This state agency empowers Ohioans with disabilities through employment, disability determinations and
independence. Our Commission initiated a project to increase information about the services offered by
this agency, particularly in major metro areas and focusing during 2021 in Cleveland, Lorain and Toledo. A
bilingual (English<>Spanish) regional expert has been identified and we will continue to build this relationship in 2022 to expand information and resources for Latinos with disabilities in other areas of the state.
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Advisory Roles and Boards
In 2021, the Commission’s staff served on advisory roles in 18 different councils, where they were able to
share their expertise in cross cultural communications, outreach strategy, cultural competence, diversity
and inclusion.

Agricultural Labor Camp Rule Advisory Committee, ODJFS
Preventive Health and Health Services (PHHS) Block Grant Advisory Group
Ohio Committee for Severe Weather Awareness, EMA
Eliminating Disparities Taskforce, Ohio Dept. of Health
Health Equity Interagency Workgroup, Ohio Dept. of Health
Ohio Institute of Communities of Color
Diversity & Empowerment Council, Secretary of State’s Office
Council on Unaccompanied Children
New Americans Advisory Council
Equity Advisory Council, Franklin County Public Health Dept.
Disparities and Cultural Competence Advisory Committee (DACC), OhioMHAS
Miami University Latino Alumni Association
Whole Child Advisory Group, Ohio Department of Education
Minority Health Vaccine Team, Ohio Dept. of Health
English Learner Advisory Committee, Ohio Department of Education
Ohio Council to Advance Maternal Health, Ohio Dept. of Health
Diversity and Equity Advisory Board, Northeast Ohio Medical University
Board of Directors, National Association of Latino Elected Officials (NALEO)
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Capacity Building for the Latino Community
Promotoras de Salud
(Latino Community Health Workers)
A series of four webinars launched in partnership with the National Hispanic and Latino Mental Health Technology Transfer Center
Network to increase engagement of 200 community leaders and
nonprofits serving the Latino community.

COVID-19 Outreach and Support
The Commission collaborated with state agencies, Latino nonprofits and
other partners to produce the report “The Impact of Covid-19 on Ohio’s
Hispanic/Latinx Communities” a study to understand the dynamics
affecting Ohio’s Latino communities during the COVID-19 pandemic. The
report includes policy recommendations and lessons learned from the
communities.

Migrant and Seasonal Workers
The Commission is an active member of Ohio’s
Farmworker Advocacy Network (FALCON) and
provided links between this network and the
state of Ohio’s agencies through the COVID-19
Migrant and Seasonal Workers Workgroup. Two
major accomplishments include a special migrant/seasonal workers vaccination campaign
provided to 1200 workers across Ohio. We also
collaborated on the creation of the Migrant and
Seasonal Worker Toolkit, a hub with bilingual
resources and support organizations that serve
these workers.
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2021 Latino Affairs Virtual Summit
The virtual summit was held in partnership with Cuyahoga Community
College under the theme of “Transitions” on November 10, 2021.
There were 21 sessions distributed in three tracks: Health, Education and
Business/Workforce Development, including five sessions in Spanish for
the business and entrepreneur audience. A total of 46 speakers and
panelists enriched the different sessions and there were 260 individuals
registered for the event covering 30 Ohio counties and three states Ohio,
Texas, Kentucky and Puerto Rico. The audience was composed of representatives from nonprofit organizations, government entities, academia
(colleges, universities and K-12 teachers and administrators), as well as
the general public and organizations.

Connecting Latinos in Ohio
In 2021, the Commission launched its new website to create a better experience that brings easier and
higher quality access to information. The new site is easy to navigate using handheld devices and will continue to be improved to increase its versatility.
We continue to engage and serve Latino leaders and serving organizations through our feature enewsletters: Grant Opportunities Newsletter, Latino Mental Health Newsletter, Biweekly Resources Newsletter, and #Emprendedores – the bilingual business newsletter and our Public Policy Updates connecting
with over 1,000 subscribers.
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Looking Forward
The Latino Affairs Commission will continue to focus on connecting Latinos to state government, increasing
access, building capacity, and working with state agencies and commissions to build a stronger Ohio.

Contact Us

Facebook: @ochla

Website: https://ochla.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/ochla/

Twitter: @OCHLA_OH

Email: ochla.olanet@ochla.state.oh.us

Instagram: @ochla_oh

Tel: 614-466-8333

LinkedIn: Ohio Commission on
Hispanic/Latino Affairs
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